Abstract. We consider the q-analytic functions on a given planar domain Ω, square integrable with respect to a weight. This gives us a q-analytic Bergman kernel, which we use to extend the Bergman metric to this context. We recall that f is q-analytic if∂ q f = 0 for the given positive integer q.
Overview
In Section 2, we define, in the one-variable context, the weighted Bergman spaces and their polyanalytic extensions, and in Section 3, we consider the various possible ramifications for Bergman metrics. It should be remarked that the polyanalytic Bergman spaces can be understood as vector-valued (analytic) Bergman spaces with singular local inner product matrix.
Generally speaking, Bergman kernels are difficult to obtain in explicit form. However, it is sometimes possible to obtain an asymptotic expansion for them, for instance as the weight degenerates in a power fashion. In Sections 5-9, we extend the asymptotic expansion to the polyanalytic context. Our analysis is based on the microlocal PDE approach of Berman, Berndtsson, Sjöstrand [8] . We focus mainly on the biholomorphic (bianalytic) case, and obtain the explicit form of the first few terms of the expansion. In Section 4, we estimate the norm of point evaluations on bianalytic Bergman spaces, which is later needed to estimate the bianalytic Bergman kernel along the diagonal.
Finally, in Section 10, we apply the obtained asymptotics for q = 2 to the bianalytic Bergman metrics introduced in Section 3, and after suitable blow-up, the resulting metrics turn out to be independent of the given potential (which defines the power weight). We interpret this as an instance of geometric universality. Here, it is assumed that f ∈ A
2
(Ω, ω). In fact, the weighted Bergman kernel K is uniquely determined by these two properties, which means that K -initially defined by (2.2.3) in terms of an orthonormal basis -actually is independent of the choice of basis. Note that above, we implicitly assumed that A 2 (Ω, ω) is infinite-dimensional, which need not generally be the case. If it is finite-dimensional, the corresponding sums would range over a finite set of indices j instead.
The weighted polyanalytic Bergman spaces and kernels.
Given an integer q = 1, 2, 3, . . ., a continuous function f : Ω → C is said to be q-analytic (or q-holomorphic) in Ω if it solves the partial differential equation∂ q z f (z) = 0, z ∈ Ω, in the sense of distribution theory. So the 1-analytic functions are just the ordinary holomorphic functions. A function f is said to be polyanalytic if it is q-analytic for some q; then the number q − 1 is said to be the polyanalytic degree of f . By solving the∂-equation repeatedly, it is easy to see that f is q-holomorphic if and only if it can be expressed in the form (2.3.1) f (z) = f 1 (z) +z f 2 (z) + · · · +z q−1 f q (z),
where each f j is holomorphic in Ω, for j = 1, . . . , q. So the dependence onz is polynomial of degree at most q − 1. We observe quickly that the vector-valued holomorphic function V[ f ](z) := ( f 1 (z), f 2 (z), . . . , f q (z)), is in a one-to-one relation with the q-analytic function f . We will think of V[ f ](z) as a column vector. In a way, this means that we may think of a polyanalytic function as a vector-valued holomorphic function supplied with the additional structure of scalar point evaluations C q → C given by ( f 1 (z), f 2 (z), . . . , f q (z)) → f 1 (z) +z f 2 (z) + · · · +z q−1 f q (z).
We associate to f not only the vector-valued holomorphic function V[ f ] but also the function of two complex variables
which we call the extension of f . The function
∈ Ω × C, with polynomial dependence onz ′ . To recover the function f , we just restrict to the diagonal:
We observe here for the moment that For some general background material on polyanalytic functions, we refer to the book [6] . As before, we let the weight ω : Ω → R + be continuous, and define PA (Ω, ω). We will refer to PA 2 q (Ω, ω) as a weighted q-analytic Bergman space, or as a weighted polyanalytic Bergman space of degree q − 1. In view of (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), we may view PA 2 q (Ω, ω) as a space of vector-valued holomorphic functions on Ω, supplied with the singular matrix-valued weight ω(z)A(z).
If we let φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 , . . . be an orthonormal basis for PA 2 q (Ω, ω), we can form the weighted polyanalytic Bergman kernel K q = K q,Ω,ω given by
As was the case with the weighted Bergman kernel, K q is independent of the choice of basis φ j , j = 1, 2, 3, . . ., and has the reproducing property
for all f ∈ PA 2 q (Ω, ω). Alongside with the kernel K q , we should also be interested in its lift
The lifted kernel E ⊗2 [K q ] is also independent of the choice of basis, just like the kernel K q itself. If PA 2 q (Ω, ω) would happen to be finite-dimensional, the above sums defining kernels should be replaced by sums ranging over a finite set of indices j. ) where the domain is the unit disk D and the weight is ω(z) ≡ 1/π. The corresponding reproducing kernel K q was obtained Koshelev [22] :
Its diagonal restriction is given by
Based on (2.4.1), the lift is K q is then easily calculated,
3. Musings on polyanalytic Bergman metrics 3.1. Bergman's first metric. Stefan Bergman [5] considered the Bergman kernel for the weight ω(z) ≡ 1 only. He also introduced the so-called Bergman metric in two different ways. We will now discuss the ramifications of Bergman's ideas in the presence of a non-trivial weight ω. We interpret the introduction of the weight ω as equipping the domain Ω with the isothermal Riemannian metric and associated two-dimensional volume form
Bergman's first metric on Ω is then given by
where 
The curvature form for Bergman's first metric (3.1.2) is similarly
and we are led to propose the difference
as the two-dimensional volume form of a metric, Bergman's second metric:
We should remark that unless K(z, z) ≡ 0, the function z → log K(z, z) is subharmonic in Ω. This is easily seen from the identity
This means that we can expect (3.2.4) to define a Riemannian metric in Ω except in very degenerate situations. Bergman's second metric appears to be the more popular metric the several complex variables setting (see, e.g., Chapter 3 of [15] ). In the case of the unit disk Ω = D and the constant weight ω(z) ≡ 1/(2π), we find that
(1 − |z| 2 ) 2 and ds
(1 − |z| 2 ) 2 , which apparently coincide. This means that the first and second Bergman metrics are the same in this model case (the reason is that the curvature of the first Bergman metric equals −1).
3.3.
The first polyanalytic Bergman metric. We continue the setting of the preceding subsection. Following in the footsteps of Bergman (see Subsection 3.1), we would like to introduce polyanalytic analogues of Bergman's first and second metrics, respectively. Let us first discuss a property of the weighted Bergman kernel K = K 1 (with q = 1). The function K(z, w) on Ω × Ω is uniquely determined by its diagonal restriction K(z, z) . This is so because because the diagonal z = w is a set of uniqueness for functions holomorphic in (z,w). So, if we fix the weight ω, the first and second Bergman metrics both retain all essential properties of the kernel K(z, w) itself. The same can not be said for the weighted q-analytic Bergman kernel K q . To remedy this, we consider the double-diagonal restriction z = w and z
If we know just the restriction to the double diagonal z = w and z
we are able to recover the full kernel lifted kernel E ⊗2 [K q ]. If we put z ′ = z + ǫ, where ǫ ∈ C, we may expand the extension of φ j in a finite Taylor series:
As we insert (3.3.2) into (3.3.1), the result is
So, to generalize the first Bergman metric we consider the family of (possibly degenerate) metrics
indexed by ǫ ∈ C. We observe that in (3.3.4) we may think of (ǫ 0 , . . . , ǫ ); this should have an interpretation in terms of jet manifolds. In other words, the q × q matrix
which depends on z ∈ Ω, is positive semi-definite.
3.4. The second polyanalytic Bergman metric. We turn to Bergman's second metric. The function
is basic to the analysis, where the expression on the right-hand side is as in (3.3.1). We think of (z,z ′ ) as holomorphic coordinates, and form the corresponding Bergman metric:
Next, we write z ′ = z + ǫ, so that dz ′ = dz + dǫ; to simplify as much as possible, we restrict to dǫ = 0, so that dz ′ = dz. Then the above metric becomes
which after full implementation of the coordinate change becomes
This gives us a metric parametrized by ǫ, for ǫ close to 0, which we may think of as Bergman's second polyanalytic metric. This metric (3.4.2) is, generally speaking, not isothermal. We note here that to a given C ∞ -smooth non-isothermal metric we may associate an appropriate quasiconformal mapping which maps the non-isothermal metric to an isothermal one.
3.5. The two polyanalytic Bergman metrics in the model case of the unit disk with constant weight. To make this presentation as simple as possible, we now focus our attention on the biholomorphic (bianalytic) case q = 2. Then
and if we substitute z ′ = z + ǫ, the result is
indexed by ǫ. The corresponding 2 × 2 matrix
is then positive definite (this fact generalizes to arbitrary q as we mentioned previously). A more involved calculation shows that Bergman's second polyanalytic metric (3.4.2) obtains the form
where the modulo is taken with respect to the ideal generated by ǫ andǭ). In this case, this is the same as putting ǫ = 0 at the end. This is actually the same as (3.5.3) to this lower degree of precision. ). If we would try this with a bianalytic function u, we quickly run into trouble as log |u| need not be subharmonic then (just consider, e.g., u(z) = 1 − |z| 2 ). So we need a different approach.
4.2. The basic estimate. We begin with a lemma. We decompose the given bianalytic function as u(z) = u 1 (z) + cz + |z| 2 u 2 (z), where c is a constant and u j is holomorphic for j = 1, 2. Let ds(z) := |dz| denote arc length measure.
Proof. We write ψ r (ζ) := ψ(rζ) for the dilation of ψ, and let g r be the holomorphic and zero-free function given by log g r (z) :
This of course defines g r uniquely, and also picks a suitable branch of log g r . Taking real parts, we see that
where P[ψ r ] denotes the Poisson extension of ψ r . Then, in the standard sense of boundary values, |g r | 2 = e 2ψ r on T. By the mean value property, we have that
.
By (4.2.1) combined with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Next, we multiply both sides by 2r and integrate with respect to r:
The sub-mean value property applied to ψ gives that e 2ψ(0) ≤ |g r (0)| 2 , so we obtain from (4.2.3) that 
as claimed.
4.3.
Applications of the basic estimate. We can now estimate rather trivially the∂-derivative at the origin.
Proposition 4.2. If u(z) is bianalytic and ψ is subharmonic in D, then
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.1 to the function v(z) := zu(z) = zu 1 (z) + |z| 2 (c + zu 2 (z)):
It remains to observe that c =∂u(0).
We can also estimate the value at the origin, under an additional assumption.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose u is bianalytic and that
Proof. We will use the decomposition u(z) = u 1 (z) + cz + |z| 2 u 2 (z), where u 1 , u 2 are both holomorphic. Proposition 4.2 allows us estimate c =∂u(0), so that
Note that we used the subharmonicity of ψ, and that ψ ≤ 0. By the standard Hilbert space inequality
, it follows from Lemma 4.1 and the above estimate (4.3.1) that
Next, we expand the left hand side of (4.3.2):
So, (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) together give that
as needed.
The effective estimate of the point evaluation.
The problem with Proposition 4.3 as it stands is the need to assume that ψ ≤ 0. We now show how to reduce the assumption to a minimum. Given a positive Borel measure µ on D with finite Riesz mass
we associate the Green potential G(µ), which is given by
The Green potential of a positive measure is subharmonic. It is well-known that the Laplacian ∆ψ of a subharmonic function ψ is a positive distribution, which can be identified with a positive Borel measure on D. Then, if ∆ψ has finite Riesz mass, we may form the potential G[∆ψ], which differs from ψ by a harmonic function.
Proposition 4.4. Let ψ be subharmonic and u bianalytic on D. If ∆ψ has finite Riesz mass, then
Proof. We decompose ψ = G[∆ψ] + h, where h is a harmonic function. To the harmonic function h we associate a zero-free analytic function H such that h = log |H|. As the Green potential has G[∆ψ] ≤ 0 (this is trivial by computation; it also expresses a version of the maximum principle), we may invoke Proposition 4.3 with G[∆ψ] in place of ψ, and uH in place of u (The function uH is bianalytic because H is holomorphic and u is bianalytic). The result is (4.4.1)
which is equivalent to the claimed inequality.
Remark 4.5. As stated, the proposition is void unless
Asymptotic expansion of polyanalytic Bergman kernels
5.1. The weighted polyanalytic Bergman space and kernel for power weights. As before, Ω is a domain in C, and we consider weights of the form
, where Q is a real-valued potential (function) on Ω and m a scaling parameter, which is real and positive, and we are interested in the asymptotics as m → +∞. By abuse of notation, we may at times refer to Q as a weight. We may interpret this family as formed by the powers of an initial weight e −Q . We will think of the potential Q as fixed, and to simplify the notation, we write A ), which we simplify notationally to PA 2 q,m . The associated polyanalytic Bergman kernel will be written K q,m . Hopefully this notation will not lead to any confusion. The related kernel
known as the correlation kernel, then acts boundedly on L 2
(Ω). We may think of both m and q as quantization parameters, because we would generally expect the integral operator associated with (5.1.1) to tend to the identity as m or q tends to infinity. When q tends to infinity, this is related to the question of approximation by polynomials in z andz in the weighted space L ). When instead m tends to infinity, "geometric" properties of Ω and Q become important; e.g., we would need to ask that ∆Q ≥ 0.
Weighted Bergman kernel expansions for power weights.
We should observe first that the above setting of power weights ω = e −2mQ has a natural extension to the setting of line bundles over (usually compact) complex manifolds in one or more dimensions. As the Bergman kernel is of geometric importance, it has been studied extensively in the line bundle setting (see, e.g., [27] ). To make matters more precise, suppose we are given a (compact) complex manifold X and a holomorphic line bundle L over X supplied with an Hermitian metric h, where in our above simplified setting
is a local representation of the metric h. Next, if m is a positive integer, the weight e −2mQ appears when as the local metric associated with the tensor power L ⊗m of the line bundle L. This is often done because the initial line bundle L might have admit only very few holomorphic sections. To be even more precise, the one-variable analogue of the weight which is studied in the context of general complex manifolds is e −2mQ ∆Q, and it is clearly necessary to ask that ∆Q is nonnegative. Here, we shall stick to the choice of weights
which seems more basic. It is -as mentioned previously -generally speaking a difficult task to obtain the weighted Bergman kernel explicitly. Instead, we typically need to resort to approximate formulae. Provided that the potential Q is sufficiently smooth with ∆Q > 0, the weighted Bergman kernel has an asymptotic expansion (up to an error term of order O(m
near the diagonal z = w. Here, the function Q(z, w) is a local polarization of Q(z), i.e., it is an almost holomorphic function of (z,w) near the diagonal z = w with Q(z, z) = Q(z). For details on local polarizations, see, e.g., [8] , [4] . It is implicit in (5.2.1) that
where each term b j (z, w) is holomorphic in (z,w) near the diagonal z = w. The asymptotic expansion (5.2.1) was developed in the work of Tian [29] , Yau [31] , Zelditch [33] , and Catlin [9] . We should mention that in a different but related setting, some of the earliest results on asymptotic expansion of Bergman kernels were obtained by Hörmander [18] and Fefferman [14] . As for the asymptotics (5.2.1), various approaches have been developed, see e.g. [29] , [27] , [23] , [8] , [12] . In [25] , Lu worked out the first four terms explicitly using the peak section method of Tian. Later, Xu [32] obtained a closed graph-theoretic formula for the general term of the expansion.
5.3.
The connection with random normal matrix theory. Apart from to the connection with to geometry, Bergman kernels have also been studied for the connection to the theory of random normal matrices. See, e.g., the papers [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] . The joint probability density of the eigenvalues may be expressed in terms of the reproducing kernels of the spaces of polynomials
where n is the size of the matrices (i.e., the matrices are n × n). The reproducing kernels are actually more natural from the point of view of marginal probability densities. The eigenvalues of random normal matrices follow the law of a Coulomb gas of negatively charged particles in an external field, with a special value for the inverse temperature β = 2 (see, e.g., [17] ). The asymptotics of these polynomial reproducing kernels can be analyzed in the limit as m, n → +∞ while n = m + O(1), and in the so-called bulk of the spectral droplet its analysis is quite similar to that of the weighted Bergman kernel K m (see Subsection 5.1).
The polyanalytic Bergman spaces and Landau levels.
The polyanalytic spaces PA 2 q,m (see Subsection 5.1) have been considered in, e.g., [30] , [1] , [26] , and [16] , focusing on Ω = C and the quadratic potential Q(z) = |z| 2 , so that the corresponding weight ω(z) = e −2m|z| 2 is Gaussian. One instance where these spaces appear is as eigenspaces of the operator
2 ). More precisely, the eigenspaces are of the form The related operator
where M denotes the operator of multiplication by the function in the subscript, is the Hamiltonian associated with a single electron in C within a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the plane. The operator is called the Landau Hamiltonian and the eigenspaces are commonly referred to as Landau levels.
Returning to a general potential Q, we may think of the orthogonal difference spaces
q−1,m , as way to generalize the notion of Landau levels. Here, we note that in [28] , Rozenblum and Tashchiyan identify approximate spectral subspaces related to a Hamiltonian describing a single electron in a magnetic field with strength ∆Q. It may be observed that those spaces are in a sense dual to the orthogonal difference spaces δPA 2 q,m .
Asymptotic analysis of weighted polyanalytic Bergman kernels.
It is our aim is to supply an algorithm to compute a near-diagonal asymptotic expansion of the weighted polyanalytic Bergman kernel K q,m as m tends to infinity. Under suitable assumptions on the potential Q, the kernel has -up to an error term -the (local) expansion
where near the diagonal z = w, the coefficient functions b of the asymptotic expansion of the weighted Bergman kernel. We now extend their method to polyanalytic functions of one variable. We explain our results in detail in the case q = 2 and compute the first two terms of the asymptotic expansion. We supply some hints on how to the approach applies for bigger values of q. The actual computations become unwieldy and for this reason they are not presented. Our asymptotic analysis leads to the following blow-up result. 
where the constant in the error term is uniform in compact subsets of (ξ, η) ∈ C 2 .
We remark that since the limiting kernel on the right-hand side of (5.5.1) does not depend on the particular weight Q, we may view the above theorem as a universality result; for more on universality, see, e.g., [11] . The probabilistic interpretation is that in the large m limit, the determinantal point process (for a definition, see [20] ) defined by the kernel K 2,m obeys local statistics (after the appropriate local blow-up) given by the kernel π
. This local blow-up kernel appeared earlier in our previous paper [16] which was concerned with the quadratic potential Q(z) = |z| 2 . In that paper, we analyzed a system of noninteracting fermions described by the Landau Hamiltonian of Subsection 5.4, so that each of the q first Landau levels was filled with n particles. As n tends to infinity and the magnetic field is rescaled by m, with m = n + O(1), the particles accumulate on the closed unit disk (which equals the spectral droplet in this instance) with uniform density, and the Laguerre polynomial kernel
describes the local blow-up statistics in the limit in this polynomial case
r stands for the generalized Laguerre polynomial of degree r with parameter α; note that L (1) 1 (x) = 2 − x, which explains the expression in Theorem 5.1.
To be more precise, this system of free fermions is a determinantal point process given by the reproducing kernels of the spaces
2 ).
In later work, we intend to replace the weight e −2m|z|
2 by a more general weight e −2mQ (z) and apply the methods developed here to obtain the asymptotic analysis of the corresponding stochastic processes. On a more general complex manifold, this should correspond to studying sections on line bundlesL ⊗q ⊗ L ⊗n . Finally, we suggest that it is probably possible to extend our results to the several complex variables setting and in a second step, to more general complex manifolds. Moreover, we would expect that asymptotic expansion results could be obtained for reproducing kernels associated with differential operators more general than∂ q .
Tools from the approach of Berman-Berndtsson-Sjöstrand
In this section, we review some aspects of the approach of [8] in the one complex variable context (see, e.g., [2] for an extensive presentation).
6.1. Assumptions on the potential. We fix a C ∞ -smooth simply connected bounded domain Ω. The potential Q :Ω → R is assumed real-analytically smooth. This assumption simplifies the choice of polarization Q(z, w), as there is then a unique choice which is holomorphic in (z,w) locally near the diagonal z = w.
Fix an arbitrary point z 0 ∈ Ω. We will carryout a local analysis of the kernels K m (z, w), where z, w ∈ D(z 0 , r) ⋐ Ω. We will assume that the radius r and the potential Q meet the following additional requirements (A:i)-(A:iv): We then pick r > 0 so small that
6.2. The phase function. We now introduce the phase function:
Clearly, the phase function θ(z, w) is holomorphic in z and real-analytic in w. We extend it by continuity to the diagonal: θ(z, z) := ∂ z Q(z). In terms of the phase function, our assumption (6.1.1) asks that
It will be convenient we record here some Taylor expansions which will be needed later on. In view of Taylor's formula, we have
and as consequence,
6.3. Approximate local reproducing and Bergman kernels. In [8] , the point of departure is an approximate reproducing identity for functions in A To develop the necessary intuition, we supply the easy proof.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Since the Cauchy kernel 1/(πz) is the fundamental solution to∂, we have by Cauchy-Green theorem (i.e., integration by parts) that
It will be enough to show that the last term on the right-hand side of (6.3.3) (the one which involves∂ w χ) belongs to the error term. By (6.2.1) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have that 
holds for large m and all u ∈ A 2 m . We speak of approximate local reproducing kernels when it is implicit which of the above senses applies. The Bergman kernel K m (z, w) is of course an approximate local reproducing kernel in the above sense (no error term!), and it has the additional property of being holomorphic inw. This suggests the term approximate local Bergman kernel for an approximate local reproducing kernel, which is holomorphic inw. and a (formal) diffusion operator S which will be described in detail later on. In (6.4.1) and more generally in the sequel, M with a subscript stands for the operator of multiplication by the function in the subscript. The differential operator ∇ has the property that for smooth which we may estimate using (6.2.1):
where the implied constant is absolute. Here, δ 0 = ), this means that we have exponential decay in m. For this reason functions of the form M∂ w θ ∇A are called negligible amplitudes.
6.5.
A formal diffusion operator and the characterization of negligible amplitudes. Next, to define the diffusion operator S, we need the two differential operators (6.5.1)
These operators come from the change of variables (z, w,w) → (z, w, θ), but this is of no real significance to us here. What is, however, important is the property that they commute
, and the formula for the commutator of ∂ ∂ ∂ w and M z−w (see (6.5.9) below). In terms of the above differential operators, ∇ simplifies:
The diffusion operator S is defined (rather formally) by (6.5.3) S := e (2m)
The relation with diffusion comes from thinking about ∂ ∂ ∂ w ∂ ∂ ∂ θ as a generalized Laplacian, so that S is the 1/(2m) forward time step for the corresponding generalized diffusion (or heat) equation. Our analysis will not require the series expansion (6.5.3) to converge in any meaningful way. It is supposed to act on asymptotic expansions of the type
in the obvious fashion. Here, the functions a j (z, w) are assumed not to depend on the parameter m. As for the meaning of an asymptotic expansion like (6.5.4), we should require that
Actually, we may even think that the left hand side represents the right-hand side more abstractly in the sense of the abschnitts (partial sums)
so that a(z, w) need not be a well-defined function, it would just be a stand-in for the sequence of abschnitts a k (z, w), k = 1, 2, 3, . . .. In this sense, the meaning of Sa clarifies completely. We observe from the way S is defined that (6.5.5) [
and likewise for its inverse
Here, the inverse operator S is given by the (rather formal) expansion (6.5.7)
The important property of S, which is verified by a simple algebraic computation, is that (6.5.8) S∇ = 2mM z−w S.
We include the calculation which gives (6.5.8), as it is elegant and quite simple. First, we note that
which follows from the calculation (6.5.9)
Finally, we expand S∇:
as needed. The reason why we consider the diffusion operator S is outlined in the following proposition (see [8] ). As for notation, let R 1 denote the algebra of all functions f (z, w) that are holomorphic in z and C ∞ -smooth in w (near the diagonal z = w). 
(ii) We have that
, where each a j ∈ R 1 is independent of m.
Proof. Suppose first that (ii) holds. Then, by (6.5.5) and (6.5.8), we have that
and (i) follows. Next, we suppose instead that (i) holds, so that [Sa]
, where the α j (z, w) are independent of m, and holomorphic in z and C ∞ -smooth in w near the diagonal z = w. We would like to find an A of the form prescribed by (ii). In view of the calculation (6.5.10), it is clear that if A can be found, then we must have
. Finally, by (6.5.6), we realize that A = (2m) from the left and the right on both sides of (6.5.8) using (6.5.5) and (6.5.6) that (6.5.11)
as needed. 
Here, ). We want to add the condition that b k (z, w) be conjugate-holomorphic in w, to obtain a local Bergman kernel mod(m
−k
). This amounts to asking that b j (z, w) is holomorphic inw. The way this will enter into the algorithm is that such functions are uniquely determined by their diagonal restrictions.
It is convenient to express (6.6.2) is the form
For convenience of notation, we think of b 
which is the same as
When we expand the condition (6.6.4), we find that it is equivalent to having (6.6.5)
and (6.6.6)
From the Taylor expansion (6.2.3), we see that
so that (6.6.5) is equivalent to
Taking the restriction to the diagonal, we obtain that b 0 (z, z) = 2 π ∆Q(z), and as the diagonal z = w is a uniqueness set for functions that are holomorphic in (z,w), the only possible choice is
The rest of the functions b j are obtained in explicit form using (6.6.6). To illustrate how this works, we show how to obtain b 1 . By (6.6.6) with j = 1, we have (6.6.7)
We plug in the expression for b 0 which we obtained above, and restrict (6.6.7) to the diagonal z = w:
After some necessary simplifications, this leads to the formula
and the only possible choice for b 0 (z, w) which is holomorphic in (z,w) is the polarization of the above, 7. The kernel expansion algorithm for bianalytic functions 7.1. The local ring and module. We recall that R 1 is the algebra of all functions f (z, w) that are holomorphic in z and C ∞ -smooth in w (near the diagonal z = w). We will now need also the R 1 -module R q of all functions f (z, w) that are q-analytic in z and C ∞ -smooth in w (near the diagonal z = w). Here, we focus the attention to the case q = 2.
7.2. The initial approximate local bi-reproducing kernel. We now turn our attention to the space PA 2 q,m with q = 2 (the bianalytic case). The first step is to find the analogue in this setting of the kernel M m given by (6.3.1), and then to obtain an approximate reproducing identity similar to (6.3.3) .
We keep the assumptions on the potential Q and the disk D(z 0 , r) from Subsection 6.1, and the smooth cut-off function χ 0 will be as in Subsection 6.3. We will need to add the requirement that r ∂2 χ 0 L 2 (Ω) is uniformly bounded by an absolute constant, which is possible to achieve.
Suppose u is biholomorphic (or bianalytic) in D(z 0 , r), which means that∂ 2 u = 0 there. It is well-known that the fundamental solution to∂ Here, the integral on the left-hand side needs to be understood in the sense of distribution theory. If we combine (7.2.1) with (6.2.1), it follows that we obtain the estimate
q,m , with q = 2, so that -in particular -u extends biholomorphically to Ω, then . Let δ 0 denote the distribution which corresponds to a unit point mass at 0 in the complex plane C. By a direct calculation, we find that
where M 2,m is the kernel
The kernel M 2,m is the bianalytic analogue of the kernel M m which was our staring point in Subsection 6.3. It is also automatically bianalytic in z, but not necessarily inw. 
for z ∈ D(z 0 , Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the relation (7.2.3) and of the estimate (7.2.2).
7.3. Approximate local kernels. We will interpret Proposition 7.1 as saying that the function M 2,m (z, w) is a local bi-reproducing kernel mod(me −δm ), with δ = δ 0 > 0. Generally, we say that a function L m (z, w) defined on D(z 0 , r) and biholomorphic in z is a a local bi-reproducing kernel
holds for large m and all u ∈ PA 2 2,m . Here and in the sequel, it is implicit that δ should be positive. Analogously, a function L m (z, w) defined on D(z 0 , r) and biholomorphic in z is a a local bi-reproducing kernel mod(m
holds for large m and all u ∈ PA 2 m . We speak of approximate local bi-reproducing kernels when it is implicit which of the above senses applies. The bianalytic Bergman kernel K 2,m (z, w) is of course an approximate local bi-reproducing kernel in the above sense (no error term!), and it has the additional property of being biholomorphic inw. This suggests the term approximate local bianalytic Bergman kernel for an approximate local bi-reproducing kernel, which is biholomorphic inw. It remains to describe the corrective algorithm which turns the approximate local bi-reproducing kernel into an approximate local bianalytic Bergman kernel.
Bi-negligible amplitudes.
We recall the definition of the differential operator ∇ in (6.4.1). By squaring the operator identity (6.4.3), we arrive at
provided that A(z, w) depends C ∞ -smoothly on the pair (z, w). As a consequence, we have by integration by parts (applied twice) that
2,m , we can now obtain the estimate (use (6.2.1)) , (7.4.2) says that the estimated quantity decays exponentially in m. For this reason, we call expressions of the form M∂ w θ ∇M∂ w θ ∇A bi-negligible amplitudes.
7.5. The characterization of bi-negligible amplitudes. We need to find the bianalytic analogue of Proposition 6.2, so that we can tell when we have a bi-negligible amplitude. To formulate the criterion, we first need to define the operator N. We note that a function f ∈ R 2 has a unique decomposition f (z, w) = f 1 (z, w) +z f 2 (z, w), where f 1 and f 2 are holomorphic in in z and C ∞ -smooth in w (near the diagonal z = w). For such f ∈ R 2 , we put
Then NM z−w is the identity operator. Second, we need the (formal) operator S ′ given by 
, where each α j , α
Proof. We first show the implication (i) ⇒ (ii). We recall the abschnitt properties (6.5.5) and (6.5.6), which will be used repeatedly. We put β :
and, consequently, by (6.5.8), we have
Moreover, we see from (7.5.2) and the definition (7.
where we used that NM z−w is the identity. Next, we put β
, so that in view of the second condition in (i) and (7.5.4), we get that
We solve for β, using (6.5.8):
By putting the relations (7.5.3) and (7.5.5) together, we now see that
which means that (ii) holds with A k+2 = (2m) . It remains to verify that (i) holds with these choices α and α ′ . We first check with the help of (6.5.8) and (ii) that
so the first relation in (i) holds. Second, we check using (ii), (7.5.1), and (6.5.8), that
and the second relation in (i) holds as well. Note that in the above calculation we used that NM z−w is the identity. The proof is complete. , it is well-known that the diagonal is a set of uniqueness. In particular, the assumption F ∈ M z−w R 1 implies that F(z, w) ≡ 0 holds near the diagonal. We need the analogous criterion for functions biholomorphic in each of the variables (z,w). Proof. We first decompose F = F 0 +zF 1 + wF 2 +zwF 3 , where each F j is holomorphic in (z,w) near the diagonal. Since F is biholomorphic in z, the function∂ z ∂ w F = F 3 is holomorphic in (z,w), and the assumption F ∈ M 2 z−w R 2 leads to∂ z ∂ w F = F 3 ∈ M z−w R 1 . But the diagonal is a set of uniqueness for F 3 , and we find that F 3 (z, w) ≡ 0. So F = F 0 +zF 1 + wF 2 , and, consequently, in (z,w) . Again the diagonal is a set of uniqueness for F 1 , which implies that F 1 (z, w) ≡ 0. What remains of the decomposition is now F = F 0 + wF 2 . From F ∈ M 2 z−w R 2 we get that ∂ w F = F 2 ∈ M z−w R 2 , and analogously we obtain that F 2 (z, w) ≡ 0. The final step, to show that F vanishes if F = F 0 ∈ M 2 z−w R 2 is holomorphic in (z,w), is trivial. is independent of m), with
Here, ). If we write
w θ, so that the kernel M 2,m in (7.2.4) may be written as
then the relation (7.7.2) may be expressed in condensed form:
Here, b . This now puts us in a position to apply Proposition 7.2, which says that (7.7.4) holds for some X if and only if
Also, Remark 7.3 tells us how to recover the corresponding abschnitt of X:
This formula is valuable when we need to estimate the contribution from the bi-negligible amplitude using (7.4.2) . It remains to see how (7.7.5) helps us determine the asymptotic expansion b (2) . A first remark is that it no longer will be enough to determine b (2) (z, w) along the diagonal z = w, as functions which are biharmonic in each of the variables (z,w) need not be uniquely determined by their diagonal restrictions (e.g., consider the functionzw − zw).
Before we carry on to analyze the relations (7.7.5) further, we recall the Taylor expansions, and, in a second step, we obtain (since
We also need to calculate the corresponding expressions for v (2) . First, we find that (see (7.7.10)) (7.7.14) SM ∂ ∂ ∂θw [v (2) ]
and, consequently,
where we interpret the term for j = 0 is the natural fashion. By expansion of the operators involved, it is clear that, formally,
which we apply to (7.7.15):
We may now apply the criterion (7.7.11) for each power of m separately. The first part of the criterion, which involves S, says (for j = 0)
and (for j = 1)
while (for j = 2, 3, 4, . . .)
As for the second part of the criterion (7.7.11), which involves S ′ , it says that (use (7.7.13) and (7.7.16)) for j = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
For j = 0, the condition (7.7.20) reads
and for j = 1,
As the function 1/∂ ∂ ∂ θw is in R 1 , we may rewrite (7.7.21) in the form
and we may reorganize (7.7.22):
In terms of the usual commutator ⌊A,B⌋ := AB − BA, we may express (7.7.24) as , which we explain for j = 0, 1. We first observe first that (7.7.17) and (7.7.23) may be united in a single condition:
Second, we observe that (7.7.18) and (7.7.25) may be united in a single condition too:
Similar but more complicated statements apply for j = 2, 3, 4, . . . as well. Finally, we observe that by Lemma 7.4, the condition (7.8.1) determines b 2 0
uniquely, and as a consequence, the condition (7.8.2) determines b 2 1 uniquely. Although in principle we are now set to obtain the concrete expressions for b 2 j , the computation is quite messy. For this reason, we show below how to proceed. 7.9. The local asymptotics for the weighted bianalytic Bergman kernel: the corrective algorithm III. We continue the analysis of the corrective algorithm, with the aim to obtain concrete expressions for b 2 j , for j = 0, 1, 2. To simplify the notation, we shall at times write
and sometimes we abbreviate λ = λ(z, w). The function λ(z, w) has the interpretation of the polarization of ∆Q, which defines in a natural fashion a Riemannian metric wherever ∆Q > 0 (see, e.g., [2] ). We recall that 1/∂ ∂ ∂ θw =∂ w θ, and observe that
and that by (6.2.3),
By (7.7.7) combined with Taylor expansion, we see that
so that in view of (7.9.2), using standard coset notation,
From the expansion (7.9.3), we get that
Next, we put
which is biholomorphic in each of the variables (z,w). We quickly check that the condition . A more precise calculation shows that If we recall (6.5.1) and (7.7.8), we see that which together with (7.9.9) leads to subharmonic functions. Nevertheless, this difficulty is easy to overcome. Compare with, e.g., [2] for the analytic case. so that ψ m is subharmonic, and we obtain that Proof. This is a rather immediate consequence of Proposition 8.1, as it is well-known that K 2,m (z 0 , z 0 ) equals the square of the norm of the point evaluation functional at z 0 .
9. Bergman kernels: from local to global 9.1. Purpose of the section. In this section we show how the approximate local Bergman kernels actually provide asymptotics for the weighted bianalytic Bergman kernel K 2,m pointwise near the diagonal.
9.2. The basic pointwise estimate. We let the potential Q, the point z 0 , the radius r, and the cut-off function χ 0 be as in Subsections 6.1 and 6.3, with the additional requirement mentioned in Subsection 7.2. In particular, we have that D(z 0 , r) ⋐ Ω. We begin with a local weighted bianalytic Bergman kernel mod(m is a finite asymptotic expansion (here, it is assumed that z, w ∈ D(z 0 , r) for the expression to make sense). The "coefficients" b 2 j are biholomorphic separately in (z,w) in D(z 0 , r) × D(z 0 , r), and in principle they can be obtained from the criteria (7.7.5), but that is easy to say and hard to do. The first two "coefficients" were derived in Subsection 7.9, and the formula for the third "coefficient" was mentioned as well. Let us write I We quickly check that in the limit may be interpreted as a kind of universality.
